First Use of a New Robotic Endoscope Guiding System in Endoscopic Orbital Decompression.
Over the last years, robot-assisted surgery gained in importance in head and neck surgery. In our study, we used a new robotic endoscope guiding system in patients undergoing endoscopic balanced orbital decompression. The aim of the study is to evaluate the feasibility and benefit of a robotic arm in endoscopic orbital surgery. The Medineering Robotic Endoscope Guiding System is a robotic arm designed for holding an endoscope during interventions. An endoscope equipped with a 4K camera was attached at the tip of the robotic arm and placed in the surgical field. The surgeon controlled the movements of the endoscope with foot pedal. Eight patients underwent balanced endoscopic orbital decompression showing typical symptoms of Graves' orbitopathy preoperatively. Balanced decompression was performed via a combined approach transnasally and laterally via a small skin incision. Attaching the endoscope to the robotic guiding system and placing it in the nasal cavity were relatively simple procedures. Setup time was less than 10 minutes. Tool motion and control using the foot pedal were comfortable and adequately precise. Movements of the attached endoscope inside the nose were feasible and allowed 2-hand surgery. The patients did not show any adverse events or complications. The Medineering Robotic Endoscope Guiding System seems to be a safe and effective support in endoscopic skull base surgery especially for orbital decompression, thus allowing 2-hand or even 4-hand settings. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study describing the successful application of a robotic system in orbital surgery.